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By Nathaniel Tower

Martian Lit. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 134 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.3in.Most people probably think that marriage is surreal enough, but Nathaniel Tower takes the
absurdity a step further in this imaginative collection. In examining characters who give birth to
boots, find gorillas in their spare bedrooms, and cheat the Potato King out of a stolen ring, Tower
delights the reader at the same time that he provides strangely tender and apt insight into how we
live our lives together. David S. Atkinson, author of Bones Buried in the Dirt Wildebeests and gorillas
in the house, a woman giving birth to a boot, babies who grow up before their time, a woman in
love with a blade of grass welcome to the weird, surreal, fascinating world of Nate Tower where
anything and everything goes. Brilliant, witty, and satirical I havent had this much fun reading
fiction since Kurt Vonneguts Welcome to the Monkey House and Thomas Pynchons The Crying of
Lot 49. Jeffrey Miller, author of Ice Cream Headache Nathaniel Tower has an innate gift of making
the implausible, the impossible, the insignificant spring to life as evidenced in his new story
collection Nagging Wives, Foolish Husbands....
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This ebook will be worth buying. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of your respective time
(that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you check with me).
-- Er nest V a nder vor t-- Er nest V a nder vor t

This pdf can be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It generally does not expense excessive. Its been printed in an exceptionally simple way
and it is just soon after i finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Aug ust Her m iston PhD-- Mr . Aug ust Her m iston PhD
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